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Executive Summary
This report was prepared for Citizen AI, Community Law Wellington (Citizen AI’s owner), and Community
Law Centres O Aotearoa to provide information about the useability and utility of a Citizen AI developed
legal information chatbot, Rentbot. It also includes an expert evaluation of the accuracy of a second Citizen
AI chatbot, Workbot. These chatbots—Rentbot and Workbot—provide legal information on tenancy and
employment matters respectively and are currently available online.
Chatbots are a promising development in the delivery of legal information to the public. They are potentially
a means to providing a more targeted and dynamic delivery of legal information, while avoiding the
inevitable expense of one-to-one services. Citizen AI’s development of these bots is an important step
forward for legal information in Aotearoa New Zealand.
Our testing found some issues with finding Rentbot, although this may, at least in part, be explained by our
testing methods. Rentbot—once users have found the tool—proved useful. While it did make a number
of retrieval errors and one minor legal error in the tests, participants were generally positive about its
performance. It was stronger in its performance with the legally simpler of the two scenarios we tested with
users, as it did not reliably give all the information required for the second scenario. That said, it
outperformed what was available in an internet search and, therefore, is useful in the sense of providing
more information than is otherwise available to a user. It frequently, although not always, provided users
with a pathway to a next step in solving their problems and users were generally positive about their
interactions and the interface.
Workbot is a “younger” bot operating in a more complex area of law. The testing we conducted for this
bot was also more limited. The testing that was conducted indicated some concerns around its accurate
retrieval of information and the need to ensure retrieved information was appropriate. It also required a
level of accuracy in search terms (spelling and language) which may be unrealistic for the average user.
We consider there are a range of factors that should be taken into account when considering future
planning: the costs of maintaining and updating the bots as the law changes; better integration into the legal
information landscape (including Community Law’s own manual) to ensure users can find the bots; and
using the bots as a platform to guide users in their next steps in solving their legal issues. Reflecting on
these issues will help guide decisions on building from the considerable effort and ingenuity that has gone
into the bots’ creation.
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Introduction
Chatbots are automated information givers that can converse with humans and facilitate decision making.1
In an effort to innovate the delivery of legal information, Citizen AI (a company owned by Community
Law Wellington) has developed three legal information chatbots: Rentbot (tenancy), Workbot
(employment), and Lagbot (information for prisoners and their families). Users type in a question and the
chatbot uses natural language processing to retrieve relevant information and answer the question. Like all
chatbots, the intention is to mimic a human interaction, providing information in the form of a
conversation. Citizen AI undertook the project with the hope that “the chatbots will remove barriers to
access and provide legal information to ‘hard to reach’ populations”.2
The development was funded by the Borrin Foundation and the project has been completed.3 The chatbots
are live, operating via their own websites4 and through Facebook Messenger. Citizen AI, Community Law
Wellington, and Community Law Centres O Aotearoa are interested in feedback on the useability and utility
of the chatbots. We have written this report to provide this feedback, though we have only looked at two
of the chatbots: Rentbot and Workbot. Rentbot is examined in detail through a study involving community
participants and an expert evaluation of accuracy. Workbot was accuracy tested by an expert and the
findings of this test appear in the appendix.
This report is intended to assist Community Law Centres O Aotearoa in planning its legal information
strategy and decisions around further investment in the chatbots. We hope it may also be of some assistance
to other organisations planning their legal information strategies. Before we turn to look at Citizen AI’s
products specifically, it is useful to consider the role of chatbots in providing legal information globally.

Chatbots and the provision of legal information
Organisations the world over are seeking means to deliver legal information to the public and chatbots
have been a site of experimentation. Most legal information available is in long form text (online or in hard
copy) that the user must navigate through to find the information relevant to their situation. To receive
tailored information, the user would need to seek one-to-one assistance, either by telephone or in-person
(e.g. Community Law, Citizens Advice, government provided services)—useful but expensive services to
provide. Chatbots have the potential to deliver legal information tailored to a person’s concerns without
the cost of one-to-one assistance. They do not, however, need to solve all of the person’s legal information
needs; they can simply serve as a provider of basic information and as a navigator to in-person services:

Ben Sheehan, Hyun Seung Jin, Udo Gottlieb, “Customer service chatbots: Anthropomorphism and adoption”
(2020) 115 Journal of Business Research 14 at 14.
2 https://www.borrinfoundation.nz/access-to-justice-through-digital-innovation/
3 https://www.borrinfoundation.nz/access-to-justice-through-digital-innovation/
4 Rentbot https://rentbot.nz/chat#; WorkBot https://workbot.nz/chat, LagBot https://lagbot.nz/chat.
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“Justice apps can assist with triage and referral functions, essentially enabling people to be referred to a
human expert … so that a justice issue is attended to as soon as possible”.5
Their application to the legal information space remains largely untested, although this is not unique to the
legal field. There is not widespread use of chatbots globally:6
In a survey of chatbot uptake, Drift (2018) found that only 15% of consumers in the
US had used chatbots to communicate with businesses. A representative Norwegian
survey in 2020 found that 85% of youth and young adults in the age group 16 to 26
years did not use chatbots at all (Brandtzaeg & Lüders, 2020). An exception to the
relatively low uptake of chatbots is the use of digital assistants such as Amazon Alexa,
Google Assistant, and Apple’s Siri, which a larger volume of users access regularly
(Forrester, 2017).
As chatbot use in most fields is both new and uncommon, research on chatbots remains nascent. On the
question of chatbot efficacy in the legal information space, there is very little existing work. Roger Smith, a
pre-eminent commentator on access to justice and technology, surveyed the legal chatbot landscape in early
2020 noting that some chatbots had been withdrawn (like Shelter Scotland’s tenancy bot) but others
continued to thrive (like Joshua Browder’s DoNotPay).7 He left open the question of “are bots hot?” noting
that “as commerce expands on their use, they must be fertile territory for more exploration in access to
justice”.8
While the major promise of chatbots is mimicking human conversation without the costs associated with
actual human advisers, chatbots also have other potential benefits. Chatbots offer a level of anonymity that
might reduce barriers to asking questions.9 For example, a vulnerable worker may be more comfortable
asking questions about their employment conditions on a chatbot than seeking face to face assistance.
Similarly chatbots targeted at young people—such as the Northern Ireland Rights Responder—can be
designed to engage children and young people, answering their questions while allowing them to preserve
their anonymity, and linking them to services. 10 Furthermore, a chatbot is available 24/7 and can be
accessed on mobile devices, increasing the reach of the tool to the potential audience.
One of the critiques of chatbots for the delivery of information (particularly in the healthcare setting, but
applicable also to the legal setting) is that chatbots “are not capable of empathy, notably to recognise users’
emotional states and tailor responses reflecting these emotions”. 11 This is not an acute concern if the
Tania Sourdin, Jacqueline Meredith, and Bin Li, Digital Technology and Justice: Justice Apps (Routledge 2020) at
97.
6 Camilla Gudmundsen Høiland, Asbjørn Følstad, and Amela Karahasanovic, “Hi Can I Help? Exploring How to
Design a Mental Health Chatbot for Youths” (2020) 16(2) Human Technology 139 at 143.
7 Roger Smith, “How Hot are Chatbots?” Law, Technology and Access to Justice Blog, 23 January 2020
https://law-tech-a2j.org/bots/how-hot-are-chatbots/.
8 Roger Smith, “How Hot are Chatbots?” Law, Technology and Access to Justice Blog, 23 January 2020
https://law-tech-a2j.org/bots/how-hot-are-chatbots/.
9 Tom Nadarzynski, Oliver Miles, Aimee Cowie and Damien Ridge “Acceptability of artificial intelligence (AI)-led
chatbot services in healthcare: A mixed-methods study” (2019) 5(1) Digital Health 1 at 2.
10 https://rightsresponder.reerights.com/
11 Tom Nadarzynski, Oliver Miles, Aimee Cowie and Damien Ridge “Acceptability of artificial intelligence (AI)-led
chatbot services in healthcare: A mixed-methods study” (2019) 5(1) Digital Health 1 at 2.
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purpose is to give only general legal information, but does need to be borne in mind as legal information is
often sought by people facing a distressing situation, such as being fired or facing homelessness.
Perhaps a more pressing concern for legal information chatbots is ensuring accuracy. There is a risk of
harm if incorrect information is delivered: harm to the individual user (in that they may rely and act on
incorrect information) and harm to the organisation (in that it may undermine its credibility). One form of
inaccuracy is retrieving irrelevant information. This sort of miscommunication occurs when the chatbot
struggles to infer the meaning of the question and, therefore, the response misses the mark, providing
information that belongs to a different context.12 This form of error may confuse the user, cause frustration
for the user, and undermine the utility of the bot. A more serious form of error would be providing relevant
but legally inaccurate information, thereby misleading the user. This is a risk in the provision of any legal
information; it is not unique to chatbots. The difference with a chatbot, however, is that the error may be
harder to identify than in the review of long form text (it may only become apparent through testing, rather
than simply reading text) and correcting it may involve more effort than correcting static content on a
webpage.
With this context in mind, we have reviewed Citizen AI’s Rentbot and Workbot to provide some
information on their useability and utility that might inform future maintenance and development of these
and other chatbots.
In chapter 2, we report the results of the user testing of Rentbot, addressing the question of the useability
and utility of Rentbot and making suggestions for improvements. For those interested in the method used
for the user testing, an explanation of the process and the research instruments appears in the appendix.
Chapter 3 looks at the closely related question of the accuracy of the legal information provided by Rentbot,
accuracy in both the relevance of retrieved information and legal accuracy. This form of accuracy testing
was also carried out for Workbot and the results of that testing appear in Appendix 2. In the last part of
the report, chapter 4, we consider our testing findings and make some suggestions about relevant factors
that should be taken into account when considering maintenance and development of these or other
chatbots.

Ben Sheehan, Hyun Seung Jin, Udo Gottlieb “Customer service chatbots: Anthropomorphism and adoption”
(2020) 115 Journal of Business Research 14 at 14.
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Rentbot User Testing
The objective of the user testing was to review the value of Rentbot to potential users, examining its
useability, accuracy, and the extent to which it helped users take a next step in solving their legal problem.
The user testing also allowed us to compare the place of Rentbot within the larger context of tenancy
information available in Aotearoa New Zealand: how did it compare to other methods of gaining
information? What does the chat format offer or potentially offer?
Fourteen members of the University of Otago community (with no legal training) participated in the user
testing. An explanation of the method and methodology, along with the research instruments, can be found
in Appendix A. The test began with the participant being invited to search the internet to find legal
information on two fictional (but commonly occurring) tenancy problems. These scenarios we have called
the “Inspection Scenario” (about the landlord’s right to enter and inspect) and the “Damage Scenario”
(about the tenant’s liability for damage to the rented property) (see Appendix B). Users began with one of
the two scenarios—six participants began the test with the Inspection Scenario; eight began with the
Damage Scenario—and were asked to simply search the internet for information. The participants were
then presented with the second scenario and directed to Rentbot to find information.
We have analysed the findings of the user tests by looking for commonalities and differences in the user
experiences. We have divided our findings into those that concern useability and those that concern utility.
In terms of useability, we have focused on factors such as participants’ ease of use and engagement with
Rentbot as a piece of technology. In terms of utility, we have focused on Rentbot’s effectiveness as a
provider of legal information and guidance. We also compare the chatbot’s performance to an internet
search. Each participant was assigned a code to maintain their anonymity (e.g. PZB). The explanation for
the codes is given in Appendix 1A.

Finding Rentbot
As a preliminary but important point, we note that we found there may be significant barriers to accessing
Rentbot. Rentbot can be easily found if a user knows about its existence and uses “Rentbot” as a search
term. However, Rentbot did not show up among the first ten or more search results during the initial
internet search stage of our testing (where users were looking for information about their problem using
their own search terms). By comparison, the Tenancy Services (government) website was always returned
as a search result, and 12 out of 14 participants navigated to that website during this initial internet search.
There may also be an issue with accessing Rentbot from some browsers. One participant (PZB), when
directed to Rentbot, was blocked from accessing Rentbot because of Firefox security. We also note that
Community Law’s own information on tenancy law does not appear to link to Rentbot, which we found
surprising.
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When conducting the searches we set the computer to “incognito” or private browsing mode. The
developers of Rentbot have told us that Rentbot is optimised to be found by people who are more likely
to engage with a chatbot so this may be the reason the users in the test did not find Rentbot. These people
are more likely to be in their twenties and using mobile devices. We therefore asked 12 students and under
30 year old staff members to search on their phones for two of the terms users inputted during testing—
“landlord inspections” and “refund bond nz”. None of these people could find Rentbot in the first three
pages of their search results (pushing “more results” three times). We note it may previously have appeared
in an advertisement but at the time of conducting this test, advertisements for Rentbot had been switched
off.
The developers tell us that approximately 900 users per week are interacting with Rentbot and that use has
steadily climbed, so it is being used and found. Nevertheless, we recommend that this is an area that needs
further consideration. Citizen AI holds data on access levels and typical user journeys to find Rentbot.
Engaging in a more detailed exploration about how pathways to finding Rentbot can be improved, as well
as search engine optimisation, could help more users can find Rentbot.

Useability of Rentbot
In this section of the report, we present feedback and observations on users’ experience of its interface and
design, ease of navigation, and user attitudes. Based on these observations, we make some
recommendations for design improvements.

Interface and design
The majority of participants liked the interface and design of Rentbot. Six participants commented
positively on the fact that Rentbot looked clean and simple. They suggested that this contributed to the
impression that Rentbot was straightforward to use and not overwhelming. One participant said it was “less
bogged down” than the websites they had previously been searching on (PRH). Several participants selected
“Easy to use” as reaction words to describe their experience using Rentbot.13 This was selected because
“there were not many buttons and links to click” and the user liked “the clean interface” (PZE); “the layout
was simple” (PZD); “you can just type in the chat bar as soon as you arrive on the page” (PRF). Another
relevant word was “Approachable”, selected because there was “not an overload of options and it had a
simple layout” (PRA).
Two participants expressed negative comments about the interface on the basis that it did not appear
professional or official enough, was reminiscent of Facebook chat, and did not look “legal” (PRZ, PRB).
PRZ said that it ought to give you a sense that it is “definitely an official resource”.

13

See Table 1 for the results of the reaction word test.
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Navigating around Rentbot
Participants took a variety of approaches when they began working with Rentbot. One participant (PRB)
started by looking at the column on the left of the screen—“what other people are asking”—to see if this
gave “a quick answer”. Most users began by interacting with the chat window.
When Rentbot starts, it introduces itself with the text, “Hi there. I’m a chatbot (not a lawyer) …” and then
three buttons appear: “Renting”, “Being a landlord”, “Covid 19”.

Five participants clicked on the “renting” button (the only button relevant to the scenarios),14 while the rest
immediately began using the chat function.15 It is possible that those who did not click on the buttons did
not understand they could do so, since they were not yet “in conversation” with Rentbot. Alternatively,
they may have preferred to take control and have minimal guidance.
As the interaction with Rentbot progressed, participants generally used a mix of typing terms in the chat
window and clicking response buttons that appeared during their chat (e.g. PRH, PRE, PZA). An outlier
was PZD, who relied almost entirely on buttons to navigate through Rentbot. Rentbot picked up on some
spelling errors and offered auto-correct options, but was not able to pick up on a major deviation
(“inception” instead of “inspection” (PRE)).
There were examples of places where participants did not make use of the button functionality, even though
in one case the button was asking a question that was potentially relevant to the fact scenario and it might
have been helpful to click it (PZA); and in another case the participant observed that they probably should
have clicked the button (which disappeared after they entered their text) (PRG). Again, it is possible that
they did not realise they could click on the button, or they preferred to have a back-and-forth conversation.
Notably, PZA’s typed entry was very similar to the content of the button, and they quickly noted that they
ought to have pushed the button, suggesting that they perhaps did not see it in time.
Rentbot links to external sites
Most participants showed no hesitation in clicking links to other websites that Rentbot gave them,
suggesting that they found these links useful. Rentbot frequently links to Tenancy Services (government
PRC, PRE, PRA, PZD, PZE. There was variation in Rentbot’s response to these users. In two tests where the
participant clicked “renting”, Rentbot simply said “Thanks...” (PRC, PRE) and in the other tests, Rentbot responded
with the more fulsome “Thanks... and what would you most like to know about?”.
15 PRH, PRG, PRB, PRD, PRF, PRI, PRJ, PZA, PZB.
14
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provided information) and two participants spent roughly the same amount of time looking at the Tenancy
Services website as they did on Rentbot (PZA, PZB), having navigated there through a link provided by
Rentbot.
Four participants commented favourably on responses containing references to legislation and case law,
because it could be useful for them in dealing with the landlord. It also helped them trust Rentbot and see
it as more legitimate (PRH, PRD, PRF, PRI). However, Rentbot did not give all participants references to
legislation or case law. This deficit was remarked upon by one participant (PRB) who said that they wanted
information “from the government” about the rules. We also note that Rentbot cites—but does not link—
to primary legislation at legislation.govt.nz, for example the Residential Tenancies Act 1986. This would be
a useful feature to add.
Speed of Rentbot’s messages
Participants had a mixed response to the speed of Rentbot. Three participants responded positively to the
fact that there were not lengthy delays in waiting for an answer (PRG, PRA, PZD). In contrast, some
participants felt they were getting “information overload” due to the rapid-fire nature of Rentbot’s
messages. PRF said, “ooh it’s still typing, why is it still typing”. One participant made the point that you
could not read all the information in one message, before the next message arrived (PRD):
So that was good that it gave me a lot of information, it was quite confusing though
because it gave me three different replies in really quick succession, so I couldn’t read
all the information before it replied again, but I guess that’s also good because
sometimes these chat things can be really annoying when they take forever to answer
the question...
PRH had similar concerns, expressing reluctance to click a link for “More information” because they were
afraid they might get too much information.

User attitudes, engagement, and satisfaction
Users were, in general, positive about their experience with Rentbot. The results from the exercise at the
end of the test where users selected reaction words to reflect their impressions of Rentbot, are presented
in Table 1. In this table, we organised the reaction words into five themes and noted the positive and
negative words corresponding to each theme.
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Table 1 - Reaction words selected by participants at the end of the user test

Positive
Theme

Reaction words

Useability

Intuitive, effortless,
understandable,
straightforward, easy to
use, clear, simplistic,16
ordinary17
Effective, reliable, useful,
relevant

Utility

Engagement Fresh, friendly, engaging,
approachable, innovative
Trust
Trustworthy
Speed and
convenience
Total

Convenient, time-saving,
fast, responsive

Negative
Number who Reaction words
Number
selected these
who selected
words
these words
16 Too technical, lacks
4
flexibility, frustrating,
annoying
9 Not useful,
unpredictable, not
valuable
8 Dated, not professional

3

1 Not secure

1

9

0

43

9

1

Some participants appeared generally sceptical of engaging with Rentbot. In some cases this was through
lack of trust in its confidentiality or legitimacy (PRB, PRD, PRI). In one case this was because of previous,
negative experiences with other chatbots (PRA). PRB did not gain trust through using Rentbot (their final
words included “not secure” and “not professional”). But Rentbot did seem to establish its usefulness to
PRA, whose final reaction words included useable, time-saving, responsive, and innovative.
Other participants noted positive aspects of engaging with Rentbot; for example Rentbot was not
judgmental about incorrect spelling and there was “no pressure to be intelligent with the searches” (PRE);
you were “able to kind of interact” (PRI). However, a feeling of engagement with Rentbot did not necessarily
correspond to finding Rentbot useful—one of the reaction words from PRE, for example, was “not
valuable” and this participant felt that most answers just directed them to Tenancy Services.

Design change recommendations
Buttons and Backtracking
A valuable (and potentially quite minimal design change) would be to make the buttons that appear in the
chat look more clickable, to ensure that those who would find them useful are given the option of using
them. Buttons that connect to a phone number could also be made clearer; it was not clear to all users that
the phone connection buttons (e.g. “Tenancy Services” with a handset symbol next to it) would immediately
go to a phone call (PRJ, PRC).

16
17

Participants noted that they meant in terms of having a clear layout.

In the sense of being similar to previous chatbot experiences.
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When given a choice of buttons, committing to one means that the others disappear (as observed by PRF).
This means users are not able to test which of the answers are relevant to their situation and backtrack if
they decide they have picked the wrong one. It might be worthwhile exploring the scope for increased
button functionality of this kind, or providing guidance on some kind of workaround or error correction
that users can do if they find themselves in this situation.
Similarly, some participants found that they were unable to scroll back up to view previous information
(PRH, PRE, PRJ). It would be helpful to ensure that this is always possible as users needed to review
information when making decisions about next steps.
Speed and simplicity
One user test recorded that the “participant found it distracting/odd that Rentbot would continue typing
while you were trying to read the info it had just given you” (PRF). Relatedly, a number of participants
commented on the speed of the responses and some reported a general feeling of being overwhelmed with
information arriving too quickly.
While there was variation in responses to Rentbot’s speed, some participants expressed a general desire for
a more “drip-fed” approach to the information. This may be in line with the observation that a number of
participants appreciated the simple, stripped-back interface because it was not overwhelming.

Utility of Rentbot
To assess the utility of Rentbot, we looked at the relevance of information that Rentbot gave participants
in response to their questions. We also assessed whether the information meant that the participant had a
“next step” to take having read the information available, and what that step was. We summarise the key
findings here for each of the scenarios. We have divided the findings in this way because there were
considerable differences between them. This might be because the Damage Scenario was more complex.
It required participants to understand the relationship between bond and damage, and included an issue
about whether the damage was careless or intentional.
We have focused on whether participants found key legal information that we considered critical to
resolving their issue, but we note that throughout the tests, participants also found other potentially useful
and relevant legal information.18

The additional legal information that the users found when interacting with Rentbot was as follows. In the
Inspection Scenario: The law concerning when and how often inspections can occur (2 participants); areas within
the house the landlord can access if s/he has a lawful purpose – for example, going through cupboards and drawers
(1 participant); that a “no parties” condition on a tenancy agreement is probably unenforceable (1 participant); that
the landlord does not need permission to access exterior areas (4 participants). In the Damage Scenario: The
requirement for a landlord to tell the tenant whether they are insured (4 participants); that bond money cannot be
released to the landlord without the tenant’s agreement (2 participants); a definition of “fair wear and tear” (1
participant).
18
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Inspection Scenario – legal information and next steps
Eight participants were given the Inspection Scenario in the second part of the test and directed to Rentbot.
All eight participants found the key legal information that the landlord must give 48 hours’ written notice
in advance of doing an inspection. All eight participants made statements throughout the tests that
suggested it was clear to them that the landlord’s actions were unlawful.
As a next step, seven out of eight participants referred to contacting the landlord to raise the issue; seeking
support from a local advocacy service; or both. For example, one of these participants (PRF) pointed out
that since the landlord has already been asked to reduce inspections and book a time for them, simply
contacting the landlord again might not be effective.
The eighth participant said that they would use the Tenancy Services website to figure out what to do.
While this might be viewed as a less effective next step than the ones above, it was nonetheless clear that
this participant did understand the law, and that the landlord was not allowed to act in this way:
[Rentbot’s responses] are good but it’s not telling me what to do, they’re telling me the
law, but I want to know what do I do, because my landlord is showing up all the time
and I don’t want him to show up all the time.
In summary, in the Inspection Scenario, the user tests showed that Rentbot provided relevant legal
information and that users understood the legal rights or obligations at issue. In all but one case, users felt
equipped to take a specific, next step to advance their situation, whether that was to marshal support from
local services, to contact the landlord themselves directly, or both.

Damage scenario – legal information and next steps
Six of the participants received the Damage Scenario in the second part of the test and so were directed to
Rentbot to search for information. Five of those participants found the key legal information regarding
their maximum liability for careless damage (the lesser of four weeks’ rent or the landlord’s insurance
excess). However, only one of the six participants found the key legal information from Rentbot regarding
what is likely to be classed as intentional damage and what is likely to be classed as careless damage (PRJ).
The participant who did not find information regarding their maximum legal liability for careless damage
(PZD) asked Rentbot questions that focused on the bond. In that respect, Rentbot provided useful legal
information: namely that Tenancy Services cannot release the bond money to the landlord without the
tenant’s agreement. However, they were missing key legal information that if the damage can be classed as
careless, and if the landlord has insurance and the excess is less than the bond, they might not lose their
whole bond—so they did not have a complete picture of their legal liability.19 Their next step was to discuss
the matter with the friends at the party and notify the landlord that the damage was accidental.

They intuitively felt that they should not be liable for the whole amount because “it was an accident”. They made
this statement without having seen the relevant law on liability for careless and intentional damage.
19
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Compared to the Inspection Scenario, the next steps were more varied. Of all the six participants, only one
participant (PZE) properly grasped that a key legal issue was whether the damage could be classed as
careless and intentional, and that if it was careless, they might not lose their whole bond, dependent on the
landlord’s insurance excess. Interestingly, this participant did not find the definition of careless versus
intentional damage on Rentbot, only the fact that there was a difference between the two.
Some participants assumed that the damage was intentional, or was careless, and this informed their next
step. The two who leaned towards it being intentional were focused on finding out the actual cost of
repairing it, so their next steps were to investigate this, either by contacting the landlord or a builder.
However, only one of these participants (PRJ) had actually found Rentbot’s information on the difference
between intentional and careless damage. The other (PZA) assumed that they would be liable for the whole
cost of repair:
I guess I should be responsible for the damage to the wall. My logic tells me that I’m
responsible and I assume I’ll have to pay. Now I’ll try to find out if we need to fix the
whole wall or if it’s possible to replace the bit of the wall that’s damaged.
One participant (PZB) inclined to the view that it was not intentional damage, but this was based on reading
information from the Tenancy Services website which does not actually define what is likely to fall into
each category. It would have been useful if they had found Rentbot’s definitions on this, but they did not.
Their next step was to inquire about the landlord’s insurance.
One participant did not turn their mind to intention or carelessness, and their next step would be to inquire
about the landlord’s insurance (PRD). Note that this participant had received a response from Rentbot that
included the term “careless damage”, but not a definition.
Lastly, the participant who received no responses on damage at all from Rentbot (because they had focused
on the issue of bond) did, however, turn their mind to the “accidental” nature of the damage: “it is an
accident so I shouldn’t be paying for the whole thing”. One of their next steps was to email the landlord to
point out that it was an accident. However, they had not found any law to help support their position.
In summary, the Damage Scenario shows that it is, at present, quite challenging for Rentbot to help people
navigate through a complex (though common) legal issue. The scenario demonstrates that people do not
necessarily grasp the relevance of legal distinctions like carelessness and intent and tended to draw instead
on intuitive understandings of what was fair. In order to be more useful in this scenario, Rentbot needed
to ensure that this information was prioritised for users.
One immediate, helpful change would be to ensure that wherever Rentbot refers to liability for “careless
damage”, this is accompanied by a brief message outlining the difference between careless damage and
intentional damage. That information is already in Rentbot, but only one participant found it.
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Relevance of outputs
There were only two instances of Rentbot giving entirely irrelevant legal information. In the Damage
Scenario, a participant asked “what would happen if I agreed to pay for the damage, provided I got a
quotation for the cost of repair”.20 Rentbot said:

This participant then reframed their question to “can I ask for a quotation for the cost of repair from the
owner”, and got the same (irrelevant) response.
The other instance is referred to below at page 18, describing a participant (PRG) who wanted to know
about notice for inspections and was given information about notice to end a periodic tenancy.

Other findings regarding Rentbot’s Utility
Through the course of analysing the data we found other ways that Rentbot’s utility could be improved
upon.
The non-legal guidance in Rentbot is helpful but needs to be more accessible
Rentbot contains non-legal guidance that some participants explicitly said that they found helpful, for
example:21

PRJ.
One participant said: “This is actually very good advice, so what I might do is start to log anytime the landlord
shows up, and I guess what this is trying to tell me is that I should speak to my landlord first, which is probably the
grown-up thing to do.”
20
21
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Another example of helpful non-legal guidance was:

However, only two participants found the first answer above, and only one found the second answer above.
While the guidance is helpful, it is only likely to be found by users who are willing and able to rephrase their
questions and use different search terms, or by users who happen to enter the right inputs. Small variations
in the phrasing of the questions elicited quite different responses. The practical information above was
elicited by the questions “what to do about landlord acting unlawfully” and “landlord surprise inspections”
(PRE, PRF). In contrast, a strict legal response was given to the similar questions “what can I do if my
landlord keeps showing up” and “hi my landlord is coming around unannounced” (PRH, PRI):
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In summary, the non-legal guidance within Rentbot is potentially useful, but difficult for participants to
find. It should be made more accessible and provided more consistently in regard to the search terms that
lead to it.

Rentbot also needs more, explicit, non-legal guidance
A theme that arose in roughly half the tests (and mainly in the Inspection Scenario) was participants wanting
more explicit guidance on what to do to respond to the landlord’s breach of the laws relating to inspections.
Participants said things such as, “it’s not telling me what to do, it’s telling me the law” (PRI); “it does help
me know that what they’re doing is wrong, but I’m still stuck on what to do” (PRE); and “I’m not sure
how I would use this to get the information I want, which is what to do if the landlord is not obeying the
rules” (PRC).
Some of these participants were later assisted by the non-legal guidance from Rentbot described above but
for some participants, even that guidance was not sufficient. Moreover, continually trying and failing to
find out explicitly “what to do” led to frustration in the case of one participant (PRG) and another
participant reverted to looking for guidance or information from another source (PRC):
It didn’t tell me anything I didn’t already know, because what I wanted to know was
how to stop the landlord making visits that were a breach of the rules and I didn’t really
get to that point, which is why I would go to a tenancy advocate to find out things.
In sum, we suggest that there is the potential to improve Rentbot’s utility by including more explicit
guidance, perhaps focusing on steps to take if a landlord is not following the law. For example, a possible
output could be:
“Is your landlord failing to follow these rules? Notify your landlord that they are not
allowed to do this. Here’s some text to cut and paste into an email or text message:
xxxx”
Rentbot can deal both with full questions and with short, one-word entries
Some participants entered carefully framed and targeted questions. Others chose single words. There were
examples of both kinds of inputs getting relevant and useful responses,22 which shows that, in principle,

For example, PRD asked “What’s reasonable to expect to pay for damages due to an accident” and got the
following response: “Your landlord must tell you whether or not they’re insured, upon your request. If the landlord
22
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Rentbot is able to deal with both. However, Rentbot had problems dealing with one issue split across two
inputs, or two related issues being put into one input. This issue was demonstrated in two user tests.
In the first test (PRG), the interaction was:

The participant was using language from the first answer Rentbot gave (that the landlord must give “proper
notice”) to seek clarification. Rentbot could not identify this context and instead gave an irrelevant answer
about notice for a periodic tenancy.
We found a similar issue arose where a participant (PRD) put related issues into a single, complex input—
namely, damage and bond. Rentbot provided legal information about return of the bond but did not pick
up that the participant was also asking about damage:

is not insured, the maximum they can make you pay is either your landlord’s excess for their insurance or four
weeks’ rent (whichever is lower) if the damage can be classed as “careless”.” Note this answer contained an error, it
should not have the preliminary phrase “If the landlord is not insured” as the answer goes on to talk about the
landlord’s excess, which would not be relevant if the landlord is not insured. The correct answer should be
something like what is stated at www.tenancy.govt.nz: “If tenants or their guests carelessly damage a rental
property, they are liable for the cost of the damage up to four weeks’ rent or the landlord’s insurance excess (if
applicable), whichever is lower.” In the user test with PRA, the participant just entered “inspections” and was given
information about the requirement for 48 hours’ notice of inspections, as well as restrictions around repairs and
maintenance.
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The participant noted that Rentbot’s response had “only answered part of my question”.

Rentbot vs internet search
For further evaluation of the utility of Rentbot, we compared the information that participants received
when searching on the internet, with what they received when searching on Rentbot. We focused on
whether participants found the key legal information for each scenario.
Websites used
In terms of the websites that people chose to navigate to during the internet search, the government’s
Tenancy Services website was the most highly favoured. Twelve of the 14 participants navigated to that
website at some stage during the test. We also note that three of the participants explicitly commented on
the “official” status of this website, when they chose to click on the link to it. Three of the 14 participants
went to the Citizens Advice Bureau website at some stage during the test; one participant went to the
Community Law website; and one participant went to the government legislation site, legislation.govt.nz.
Performance for scenarios
In the Inspection Scenario, all (eight) participants using Rentbot found the key legal information about
landlord inspections (permitted frequency and notice requirements). By comparison, five out of six
participants found this key legal information when doing a general internet search.23 Rentbot marginally
out-performed a general internet search.
In the Damage Scenario, there were two distinct, key pieces of legal information that participants ought to
have found: the difference between intentional and careless damage; and the maximum liability for careless
damage. Both Rentbot and the internet search performed poorly in helping users identify the difference
between intentional damage and careless damage. Only one out of six participants found this using Rentbot
but none of the eight participants searching the internet found it. When it came to locating information
about maximum liability for careless damage, Rentbot outperformed the general internet search. Five out
of six participants using Rentbot found that information; three out of eight participants found that
information through an internet search.

23

All five of those participants who found this information located it on the Tenancy Services website.
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User feedback
We surveyed participants to compare their subjective experiences of using Rentbot versus searching the
internet (results are presented in Appendix C). Rentbot performed strongly amongst participants in terms
of which method felt easier for finding relevant information (11 chose Rentbot; three chose the internet)
and which felt easier for retaining information (10 chose Rentbot; four chose the internet or Google search
results).
When asked which method felt easier for understanding information, eight participants chose Rentbot and
six participants chose the internet or Google search results. In regards to which method made participants
feel more confident about resolving the issue, seven participants chose Rentbot and seven participants
chose the internet or Google search results.
Lastly, the survey asked participants to describe the most significant difference between using Rentbot and
searching on other websites. The majority of responses pointed out that in Rentbot you are entering inputs
and receiving specific outputs, whereas on most other internet sites you are searching through information
to find what you need.
Many of those who commented on this perceived it as a positive difference; for instance participants made
the following comments: “I didn’t have to click through lots of pages with the chatbot” and “it immediately
gave me the relevant information… browsing around other websites didn’t always lead to useful
information”.
Two participants focused more on potential downsides of this feature. First, it frontloads effort, so the user
has to be careful with their inputs: “I had to think more about how I worded things on the chatbot”.
Secondly, it requires more active input from the user, who needs to develop their own questions: “I am
able to navigate to the links that catch my attention in a website, whereas with the chatbot I needed to
know the words to search”.

Summary of Findings
Rentbot—once users have found the tool—does prove useful. While it did make a number of retrieval
errors and one minor legal error in the tests, participants were generally positive about its performance. It
was stronger in its performance with the legally simpler of the two scenarios, not reliably giving all the
information required for the second scenario. That said, it outperformed what was available in an internet
search and, therefore, is useful in the sense of providing more information than is otherwise available. It
frequently, although not always, provided users with a pathway to a next step in solving their problems.
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Accuracy Testing Rentbot for more scenarios
This section of the report discusses the findings regarding the accuracy of the responses that Rentbot
produced in response to a range of inquiries common in tenancy law, rather than using only the Damage
Scenario and Inspection Scenario discussed in the previous chapter. To produce the list of questions, we
drew on data from other research, identifying frequently asked questions in the tenancy context and put
these to Rentbot.
In this context, accuracy is used in two senses: retrieval of legally relevant material and the legal accuracy
of the information retrieved. Where irrelevant material is retrieved we have called this a “retrieval error”
and where the material retrieved is relevant but legally inaccurate, we have called this “legal error”.
This section evaluates the responses Rentbot gave to a range of questions. In summary, the findings are
that:
•

Clearer signposting is needed that Rentbot is only programmed to answer tenant questions, not
the questions of landlords or property managers.

•

Rentbot commonly made retrieval errors, requiring the questions to be reframed to elicit the
relevant information.

•

Rentbot only rarely made legal errors and these were minor in nature so legal accuracy is high.

•

Rentbot often gave a practical and relevant pathway for taking a further step.

Perspective of the user
Rentbot is only able to answer questions from a tenant perspective. It does say this in the opening chat
window: “Hi there. I'm a chatbot (not a lawyer!) built to help New Zealand renters with tenancy questions.
Let's get started!”. The tester did not notice this qualification. Had this information been understood, it
would have been unsurprising to find that questions prefaced by “I’m a landlord” or “my tenant is/is not
… ” resulted in the chatbot continuing to provide information from a tenant perspective. For example,
Rentbot responds to the statement “My tenant is refusing to pay rent” with “If you signed the lease, you’re
responsible for making sure the rent is paid in full”. It may be helpful to provide clearer signposting on the
webpage that Rentbot is for tenants only.

Questions and evaluations of answers
Housing safety and quality
Q: I’m renting a house and one of the bedrooms is mouldy
Evaluation: Answer was a very technical explanation for how big windows must be in each ‘habitable room’.
When the question was rephrased using the word “mould” instead of “mouldy”, the answer was accurate—
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notify the landlord and ask them to check the source. In response to follow up questions about being told
by the landlord to open the windows more, it gave some useful information about keeping a home dry.

Q: My landlord says I have to clean the carpet before I move out. Do I have to?
Evaluation: Excellent. Accurate and concise answer given with a link to further detail at
www.tenancy.govt.nz

Q: There is a crack in the wall and the landlord says I did it but it just cracked
Evaluation: Initial answer produced irrelevant information about assigning or subletting. A rephrased
question produced information about seeking permission to hang things on the wall. The third attempt
produced the relevant information about liability for intentional damage. This information suffered the
deficits outlined in the previous chapter about the difference between intentional and careless damage.

Q: I’ve moved into a flat but there isn’t a proper oven
A: Answer with good detail about the nature of the cooking facilities that must be provided. It also provided
a practical pathway for resolving the issue.
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Interpersonal
Q: my flatmate is harassing me, what should I do
Evaluation: Directs to Police or Citizen’s Advice and shows the user’s closest Citizen’s Advice Bureau on
a map. This is useful information and the buttons that appear under the chat window provide useful further
avenues for information.

Q: the landlord said I had to move out because I’m transgender
Evaluation: The first answer was irrelevant, providing information about notice for periodic tenancies. The
second answer, when rephrased with the words “discriminate against me”, gave relevant information and
links to Tenancy Services and the Human Rights Commission. This is a sensitive issue and media coverage
would suggest is one that is arising in the community.24 Ideally the chatbot should be programmed to
recognise all words that might relate to discrimination.

Radio New Zealand “Woman Evicted with 3 hours notice for being transgender” 16 November 2020
https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/here-we-are/story/2018772391/woman-evicted-with-3-hours-notice-forbeing-transgender
24
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Q: when the landlord does flat inspections he says things that are sexual and make me uncomfortable
Evaluation: Chatbot did not produce any relevant information, including when the question was rephrased
four times. In one rephrased question, which said the landlord makes “rude jokes”, the chatbot told a joke.
As with the previous question, it would be good if the chatbot could recognise harassment and
discrimination more easily. The joke was particularly problematic as it was told in response to a question
about a sensitive issue for the user and the chatbot will be perceived as lacking in empathy. While a joke
might be acceptable in a chatbot for a consumer product, it is problematic for a legal (or health) chatbot
where professionalism needs to be maintained.

Q: I’m a victim of domestic violence and it isn’t safe for me to stay in my house. What should I do
Evaluation: When the term “domestic violence” is used in the question the chatbot responds well, gives an
empathetic answer and multiple pathways for assistance. When the more modern term “family violence” is
used, this produces a retrieval error. The chatbot needs to be updated to expand recognition of changing
terminology.

Retaliatory notices
Q: I complained about a leak and now the landlord served a 42-day notice
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Evaluation: Performed this task well, gave a concise accurate answer about retaliatory notices. It provided
a next step, which was to call the Tenancy Services 0800 number. It does say that Tenancy Services “can
give you advice about what to do” which is a description the Tenancy Services would probably avoid. They
characterise

their

service

as

providing

“information

on

rights

and

responsibilities”

(www.tenancyservices.govt.nz) but this is a minor point.

Bond
Q: My landlord hasn’t refunded my bond and I can’t contact him.
Evaluation: Excellent. Provides information and a next step—send the form in without the signature.

Q: My landlord hasn’t deposited my bond
Evaluation: The response was that “If the landlord hasn’t placed the bond with Tenancy Services within 23
working days of receiving it, they can be fined for breaching their obligations under the Residential
Tenancies Act 1986”. This is not technically correct and would be a description the Tenancy Adjudicators
would reject. The tenant can apply for and be awarded exemplary damages in this situation but that is not
a “fine”. Rentbot goes on to prompt the user to call Tenancy Services and check if the bond has been
lodged and to seek advice on next steps.

Procedure
Q: How do I make an application to the Tenancy Tribunal
Evaluation: Even when rephrased, this question produced retrieval errors. The initial answer was that “The
Tenancy Tribunal has wide powers to resolve various types of disputes”, followed by seven chat bubbles
appearing one after the other stating the Tribunal’s jurisdiction. This did not provide the information
requested which should have been a link to the application or a brief statement about how to make an
application. When it was rephrased as “How do I apply to the Tenancy Tribunal” the answer was “If you
want to make a complaint about discrimination …”, which was also irrelevant.
Q: I went to the tenancy tribunal but I didn’t like the decision. What can I do?
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Evaluation: The first two bubbles talked about when and where the Tribunal decisions were available, which
amounted to a retrieval error as this information was irrelevant to the question. The third bubble gave
useful and accurate information so if the user waited, a good answer was provided.

Q: What is a tenancy mediation?
Evaluation: The description of what mediation is, was accurate and relevant and the information about
timing (“it takes about 8 working days to get a mediation”) is useful. The statement that appeared in a
further bubble “You can sign the agreement at the end of the mediation if you are happy with it” is
incorrect. Almost all tenancy mediations are by phone and only oral agreement is given; the Tenancy
Tribunal seals the mediation order without the tenant seeing or signing a written version.
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Conclusions
The chatbots provide a useful tool in the search to provide useable and accessible legal information to the
public. Users were generally positive about their experience with Rentbot and it generally out performed
what was available on an internet search.
We have not been able to find any cost-benefit analyses that compare the production costs of a chatbot to
other forms of legal information. We can point to some considerations in making decisions about further
support and development drawing on the results of the testing we have conducted.

Updating the chatbots
Aspects of the chatbots could benefit from some improvements that we have noted, although these are
mostly optional. However, there are aspects of Workbot that need to be attended to as a matter of necessity.
The chatbots will require ongoing updating to respond to changes in the law. For example, there are
significant amendments to the Residential Tenancies Act 1986 coming into force in February 2021.
Similarly, there are significant changes in employment law forthcoming. We do not know what the costs
are associated with making significant programming changes but this will be an important aspect of any
decisions.

Integration into the legal information space
Both Rentbot and Workbot are operating in environments where there are other more familiar forms of
legal information available. In the tenancy space, the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment
operates a telephone service where both tenants and landlords can seek free information tailored to their
situation. Citizens Advice Bureau similarly answers tenancy law questions and has a project due for release
in February 2021 for information tailored to tenants. Community Law in person services also provide
tenancy law assistance. Similarly, Community Law and Citizens Advice provide free assistance for
employment law matters. In addition, there are a range of other services: government provided freephone
service, website, Facebook Q&A service and online chat function, labour inspectorate, Labour Standards
Early Resolution Team, trade union website resources and advocacy services, youth worker services and
specialist migrant worker network services. This will inevitably make it harder to encourage uptake of an
unfamiliar technology when there are other familiar, free and personalised alternatives. Thought needs to
be given to how the chatbots can supplement this environment and where they can best be targeted and
embedded.
In many ways, Rentbot performs well as a navigator to information on the Tenancy Services website. Is it
possible for Rentbot to be embedded in that website? Could Workbot better link to MBIE and Human
Rights Commission guidelines and information? Could the chatbots be made easier to find via Google?
Alternatively or additionally, could the chatbots be better integrated into Community Law’s manual and
help users of that manual search for information?
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Other directions
Another option is to continue to develop the chatbots in the direction of their particular strengths, and user
needs. The chatbots’ strengths, especially from a user perspective, appear to be in presenting a clean
interface and information that does not overwhelm the user at the beginning of their search, and as a
navigator, pointing the user to relevant information, probably at a more detailed level than can currently be
found in the results of a Google search. User needs appear to be in identifying the legal issues involved,
and how to take practical steps to resolve the issue. Further development could focus on the chatbots’
ability to identify issues, and to relate information in a way that gives people steps or plans, rather than
attempting to explain the detail of the law which is available elsewhere. Overseas developments include
linking to “next steps” navigators and letter generators. These are practical tools with real value to users.
We understand that there may be some reservations around taking this next step in development as there
may be fears that it will enter the space of “advice” rather than information. 25 We would, however,
encourage further research and consideration about the extent to which this is a real concern in the New
Zealand regulatory environment. The clean interface of the chatbot linking users to practical next steps
could be a powerful development in the Aotearoa New Zealand legal information space.

In the English context see Noel Semple “Tending the Flame: Technological Innovation and the Legal Services
Act Regime” (A paper prepared for the Legal Services Board, 6 August 2019).
25
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Appendix 1
Appendix A – Method and Analysis
User testing seeks to understand a person’s subjective experience of using a product or a piece of
technology. Barnum offers the following definition:26
The best-known definition of usability is the one from ISO, the International
Organization for Standardization (9241–11:2018): “The extent to which a system,
product or service can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.”
The testing we undertook was summative in that it was for a “product is nearly finished or finished, with a
goal of establishing a baseline of metrics validating that the product meets requirements”27 and followed
Barnum’s testing steps.
We created two fictional scenarios about two different tenancy issues. One scenario concerned the legality
of landlord inspections and the other concerned liability for damage to the property (the scenarios can be
found in Appendix B). Each scenario had one key, commonly occurring legal issue.
We recruited 14 participants. Recruitment was via on campus posters and social media. Participants had to
be students or staff of the University of Otago who were over 18 years of age and who rented their
accommodation. Prospective participants were directed to a website with pre-screening questions
confirming eligibility and asking basic demographic questions. Twelve participants had no legal education
or law related work-experience; two had jobs that required some knowledge of legislation or regulation but
were not legally trained. Eight of the participants were staff members and six were students. The age range
of participants is presented in the table below.
Table 2 - Age of participants

18-23 years
24-39 years
40-55 years
56+ years

2
9
2
1

Each test was conducted at the Faculty of Law, the first 10 in person and the remaining four via Zoom due
to a change in Covid-19 alert levels during the testing period. This change did not affect the method and
communication with the testing team remained clear. The tests were conducted by testers in pairs. One of
the testers was responsible for explaining the exercise to the participant and the tasks they were to complete.
This tester was given a script to work from, and it was made clear to the participant that the tester’s role
26
27

Carol Barnum Useability Testing Essentials (2nd ed, Amsterdam: Morgan Kaufmann 2020) at 11.
At 15.
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was not to guide the participant, but they could clarify the scenario if necessary. The other tester was
responsible for making written notes based on their observations of the participant and their use of
Rentbot. They recorded their observations against the following categories: “Initial impression and
choices”; “Finding solution”; and “Resolution”.
The test began with the participant being given the first scenario to read through. The tester then asked the
participant to imagine that they had found themselves in one of the scenarios, and to use the internet as
they normally would, to decide what their next step would be. They did not need to actually resolve the
issue. The participant was then given the second scenario to read through, and the tester asked the
participant to use Rentbot to decide what their next step would be.
The testers observed the participant as they used the internet and Rentbot to navigate each fictional
scenario. Throughout, participants were asked talk out loud to explain their thinking and choices, and were
also reminded to do so as the testing proceeded, if necessary.
After participants had finished, the tester gathered further data by asking each participant to:
1. Choose up to five “reaction words” (from a pool of 100) to describe their impressions of Rentbot,
and give their reasons for choosing these words. The 100 words were from a common user testing
tool developed by Microsoft (See Table 1 for the results of this test).
2. Complete a short online survey, containing 12 multi-choice questions and three questions requiring
written responses.
The data, therefore, consisted of written notes taken by testers during the 14 user tests; up to five “reaction
words” chosen by each participant, and any reasons participants gave for selecting those words; and 14
completed surveys. The data was stored securely on university owned and password protected computers
computers.
To help organise the data, testers sorted and pooled their written notes into topics based on: search terms
and behaviour, engagement with the source (internet or Rentbot), and resolution/deciding next steps. Five
of the testers then met with two of the authors to share and discuss observations of testing. They discussed
their top positive, negative, and surprising or assumption-challenging observations, and then used the
sorted data to discuss Rentbot’s performance and role in relation to (1) issue identification, (2) engagement
and providing information, and (3) resolution/enabling next steps.
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Appendix B – Scenarios
Inspection Scenario
You rent a flat in North Dunedin with a friend, and both your names are on the lease.
After a few weeks, you accidentally put a chair through a closed window and it smashed. The landlord had
the window repaired but was not happy.
From then on, the landlord visits every week, at random times with no notice. The landlord started taking
photos of all the rooms on these visits, and making remarks about the untidiness of the house and warning
you not to hold parties there.
You asked the landlord to reduce the inspections and book times for them, but the landlord said it was the
landlord’s house and needed protecting from your behaviour.
You do not want to move flat and anyway your lease runs for another 10 months. You just want the landlord
to leave you in peace.
What will you do next?

Damage Scenario
You have rented a house in North Dunedin for one year and are moving out in three weeks.
Last weekend you had a moving out party at the house. It was supposed to be a summer picnic with sports
games but it rained so you had it inside. You decided to play some games anyway.
One of the games was pétanque which involved throwing several heavy metal balls that are a bit larger than
tennis balls (‘boules‘). You set it up in the carpeted lounge and moved away all the breakable items.
Unfortunately one of your guests got a bit carried a way. You walked into the lounge just in time to see the
guest throw a boule straight through the wall into your bedroom.
You emailed your landlord about it, explaining what happened and saying it was an accident. The landlord
inspected the damage while you were out, and then sent you an email, which you just received:
“I have had a look at the damage done and am very disappointed. It was very
irresponsible to throw those destructive balls around inside the house. I will need to
replace the whole section of both sides of that wall and paint it. You can forget about
getting your bond back. It will cost you more than that”.
You don’t agree that you should pay for the whole repair as it was an accident, but you don’t know what
the rules are. You know that your bond is four weeks rent ($300 per week). You turn to the internet for
help.
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Appendix C – Survey results in graph form
Q1 - Using Rentbot was:

Q2 - When using Rentbot my main aim was to:

Q3 – Explaining my problem to Rentbot was:
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Q4 – I felt that Rentbot:

Q5 – Rentbot gave me:

Q6 – Getting the information I wanted from Rentbot:
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Q7 – Which felt easier for you to find relevant information?

Q8 – Which felt easier for you to understand information?

Q9 – Which felt easier for you to retain information?
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Q 10 – Which left you more confident about resolving the issue?

Q 11 – I felt I:

Q 12 – Having tried Rentbot:
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Appendix 2 - Accuracy of WorkBot
The accuracy testing of Workbot involved asking the bot common employment questions drawn from
research material. While these questions may not have been ones that are commonly inputted to Workbot
(depending on the user base), they are questions that commonly occur in the broader context of employees
seeking information on a range of topics.
The questions were sometimes asked with mis-spellings, poor grammar, non-technical language, or
incorrect use of technical language to mimic actual users. We note that Workbot covers a larger and more
complex area of Rentbot and is also a newer bot so has undergone less development than Rentbot.
In summary, the findings are that:
•

No legal errors were made.

•

Generally, information about lower level workplace disputes and possible personal grievances
resulted in retrieval errors.

•

Some of the responses, while technically correct in law, were unhelpful or required too much prior
knowledge (e.g. “the Authority approaches these cases as they do with personal grievances”). They
were phrased in terms of what employers were required to do, rather than information for
employees about how they might approach their employer or practically get them to address the
problem.28

•

Technical language was at times required to elicit the correct information.

•

There were particular issues relating to information on mental health problems, rape and sexual
assault, and sexual and racial harassment. These queries often created retrieval errors, provided
responses lacking in empathy (e.g. a joke in response to a query about workplace sexist jokes), and
suggested inappropriate pathways for further actions. This area requires attention.

Record of queries and answers
Questions about pay and minimum entitlements
Q: My employer has not passed on my Covid subsidy
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: No
Retrieval error: No
Legal error: No

We understand this may be a result of fears that the information becomes “advice”. Nevertheless, from the point
of view of providing a useful tool, this is a concern. We also note that in the New Zealand regulatory context this
may be a concern of limited force.
28
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General comment: The response answered the query correctly and some relevant information was
provided. At the end of the section there was a “search wage subsidy company list” button but no prior
information about what that might mean or that a publicly searchable list of employers claiming the
subsidy was available. Only after clicking this button did it provide a link to the register and retrieve
information about the list and how to search it.

Q: I don’t have a written contract
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: Yes
Retrieval error: No
Legal error: No
General comment: The response to the initial query was “That question has lost me. Can you ask it
differently?”. When rephrased to “Does my employer have to give me a written contract?”, it did provide
correct information. It would have been useful to provide the user with suggestions on what they could
do e.g. ask their employer or complain to a labour inspector if that did not work. It provided a button for
understanding verbal agreements which was acceptable but did not indicate what the user could do to
resolve the issue.
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Q: Do I have to keep my pay rate a secret?
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: No
Retrieval error: Yes
Legal error: N/A
General comment: The response to the question was “I’m not up to speed on tax questions” and a link to
the IRD website was provided. No link to information about pay or confidentiality was provided.

Q: When do I have to provide a medical certificate for being sick?
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: No
Retrieval error: No
Legal error: No
General comment: Correct information given. Link to medical certificate dispute information provided.
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Q: Do I have to attend unpaid meetings?
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: No
Retrieval error: No
Legal error: No
General comment: This question was answered correctly and relevant information was provided.

Q: Can my employer make me use my annual leave up?
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: No
Retrieval error: No
Legal error: No
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General comment: The response started with Covid specific information but then supplied general annual
leave information with a button to click with the rules for annual leave.

Questions relating to migrant exploitation
Q: My boss has taken my passport from me
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: Yes
Retrieval error: Yes
Legal error: N/A
General comment: The response was unrelated to the query. When rephrased to “Can my boss take my
passport from me?” another unrelated response was provided.

Q: My accommodation for apple picking is cold and unclean
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: Yes
Retrieval error: Yes
Legal error: No
General comment: The first information provided mentioned worker accommodation but not in relation
to acceptable quality. When the query was rephrased to “my worker’s accommodation is cold and has
mould”, the response was unrelated to the query.
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Q: My employer is lying to immigration department
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: N/A
Retrieval error: No
Legal error: No
General comment: The bot acknowledged it did not have information on this topic (which is preferable to
a retrieval error)29 and provided a link to immigration New Zealand.

Ben Sheehan, Hyun Seung Jin, Udo Gottlieb, “Customer service chatbots: Anthropomorphism and adoption”
(2020) 115 Journal of Business Research 14.
29
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Questions about health issues or safety
Q: Can my boss make me buy new safety boots?
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: No
Retrieval error: No
Legal error: No
General comment: This question was answered correctly and relevant information was provided. The
second button referred to uniform policies, which was helpful, as this area is often confused in practice. It
also linked to the Employment New Zealand Government website where further information could be
provided.

Q: My team leader is a bully, what can I do?
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: No
Retrieval error: No
Legal error: No
General comment: The response started with a definition of bullying and then a statement that it was
different to harassment with a link to bullying prevention guidelines supplied by Worksafe (New
Zealand’s workplace health and safety regulator). It then provided two buttons, “bullying vs harassment”
and “responding to bullying”. The “bullying vs harassment” button provided a technical response on the
line between bullying and harassment. It was not possible to go back and click the “responding to
bullying” button unless the question was resubmitted (a problem identified in the user testing of Rentbot
as well). The information provided here was correct and relevant and would have provided a
comprehensive answer in response to the to the original question.
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Q: Do I have to tell my boss I have depression?
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: Yes
Retrieval error: Yes
Legal error: No
General comment: The response was unrelated to the question and no links were provided. Workbot
needs to be updated to recognise questions relating to mental health. When the question was rephrased
to, “do I have to tell my boss about my mental health?”, again the response was unrelated to the question.
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Q: How can I take stress leave?
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: No
Retrieval error: No
Legal error: No
General comment: This question was answered correctly and relevant information was provided. A
helpful link to information about stress and health and safety was provided.

Q: My disability is affecting my job.
Evaluation
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Required rephrasing: No
Retrieval error: No
Legal error: No
General comment: This query was answered correctly and relevant information was provided. It provided
a list of what is considered a disability. It then provided buttons, including one on “reasonable
accommodations” which provided further relevant information. A link to the Human Rights Commission
guidelines or information on seeking help would provide further utility.

Q: When do I have to go back to work after ACC leave?
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: No
Retrieval error: No
Legal error: No
General comment: The response did not answer the question but acknowledged that Workbot may not
be able to help and to contact ACC. It then provided some general information about ACC.
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Questions about disciplinary or dismissal matters
Q: Can I take a support person to a disciplinary meeting?
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: Yes
Retrieval error: No
Legal error: No
General comment: General information was provided about entitlement to representation, but nothing
specific to disciplinary meetings. When the question was rephrased to “Can I have a disciplinary meeting
support person?”, the same response was provided. When the question was rephrased a second time to
“what are my rights at a disciplinary meeting?”, the response provided was “If you’ve been subjected to
disciplinary proceedings, you can read about misconduct, employer investigation, or take our quiz.” The
information provided under “investigations” stated that the user could take a support person.
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Q: Can my employer make me redundant while on maternity leave?
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: No
Retrieval error: No
Legal error: No
General comment: Some relevant information was provided in response to this question. The explanation
would have benefited from starting with a statement of the employee’s rights. If the user did not know
the employer was required to hold a maternity position open, the information may have been misleading.
There was no information about maternity leave provided, and the information about redundancy was
limited with no extra buttons about redundancy requirements. The only additional information stated:
“The Employment Relations Authority treats parental leave complaints similarly to personal grievances.
Parental Leave and Employment Protection Act 1987, ss 55-70 Parental Leave and Employment
Protection Act 1987, ss 40, 41, 51, 52.” This information may be of limited utility to a user who would
have to know what to do with those sections and how the Employment Relations Authority treats
personal grievances. When clicked, the button “employer obligations” gave a general overview of the legal
test in redundancy grievances. No link to the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment on either
redundancy or maternity leave was provided.

Q: My employer won’t promote me
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: Yes
Retrieval error: Yes
Legal error: No
General comment: The response was unrelated to the query and no links were provided. When the query
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was rephrased to, “my employer won’t give me a promotion”, again the response was unrelated to the
question and no links were provided.

Questions about sexual or racial harassment or discrimination
Q: Am I allowed to speak in Chinese in the workplace?
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: Yes
Retrieval error: Yes
Legal error: No
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General comment: Workbot did not produce any relevant information including when the question was
rephrased twice. Specific Human Rights Commission guidance could be linked to.

Q: My workmates tell racist jokes
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: Yes
Retrieval error: Yes
Legal error: No
General comment: Workbot did not produce any relevant information to the initial query and made a
joke. It would be good if the chatbot could recognise harassment and discrimination more easily. The
joke was particularly problematic as it was told in response to a query about a sensitive issue and for the
user, will be perceived as lacking in empathy. While a joke might be acceptable in a chatbot for a
consumer product, it is problematic for a legal (or health) chatbot where professionalism needs to be
maintained. When rephrased to “my workmate keeps making racist jokes”, this query was answered
correctly and relevant information was provided along with a button “Respond to harassment”, which
when clicked, provided further information.
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Q: A client is sending sexist jokes by text message
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: Yes
Retrieval error: Yes
Legal error: No
General comment: As above. When rephrased to “what can I do about a client messaging me sexist
jokes”, the joke was repeated.
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Q: I’m being sexually harassed by clients
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: No
Retrieval error: Yes
Legal error: No
General comment: The information on sexual harassment only related to actions by the employer and the
only link then provided a list of examples of sexual harassment (which included sexual assault and rape and
no mention of the fact that these are crimes and should not be mediated or pursued through the
employment relations fora). A different button on sexual assault and rape should be provided with relevant
information and links to support resources. It was only under the button for “responding to sexual
harassment” that mention of the employer’s responsibilities when someone else in the workplace sexually
harasses the employer was provided. There was, however, no information about this or what to do.
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Q: My co-worker keeps making sexist comments in meetings
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: No
Retrieval error: No
Legal error: No
General comment: The response was limited but provided buttons for further information, one of which
was sexual harassment.
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Q: My co-workers harassing me on facebook. What can I do?
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: No
Retrieval error: No
Legal error: No
General comment: This question was answered correctly and relevant information was provided.

Other questions
Q: Am I allowed to talk to my union?
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: No
Retrieval error: Yes
Legal error: No
General comment: The response gave general information on the right to join a union and that workers
could not be discriminated against for joining a union but nothing about a person’s right to talk to their
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union or be represented, or the rights of unions to access workplaces and union members. There were no
links to any further information about unions.

Q: My boss says I cannot work for anyone else after I leave
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: Yes
Retrieval error: Yes
Legal error: No
General comment: The response contained information about taking leave but not restraints of trade or
obligations after leaving employment. When rephrased to “non-competition clause”, more relevant
information was provided but this term may be unfamiliar to employees. Further, the response did not
include information on situations of employers trying to prevent workers working elsewhere.
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Q: I want to resign. How much notice do I need to give?
Evaluation
Required rephrasing: No
Retrieval error: No
Legal error: No
General comment: This question was answered correctly and relevant information was provided.
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